FULBRIGHT WEEK
FEB. 14-17

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program awards more than 1,900 fully funded grants for U.S. citizens to research, study, or teach during a post-baccalaureate year abroad.

FULBRIGHT U.S. STUDENT PROGRAM - OVERVIEW/ALUMNI PANEL
Basic information for anyone wanting to learn more about the Fulbright U.S. Student Program. This includes those considering a Fulbright down the line (first-year, second-year, early graduate students) as well as those considering applying now. Hear from Purdue students who have received Fulbright Grants. This session provides a broad overview of the Fulbright U.S. Student Program; details about the 2023-24 application processes will be shared in grant specific sessions throughout the week.

ENGLISH TEACHING ASSISTANT GRANTS
Excited by the prospect of putting your tutoring, teaching, or mentoring experience to use teaching English in another country? English Teaching Assistants also serve as U.S. cultural ambassadors. Session for applicants aiming to be abroad in 2023-24. Juniors, seniors, recent alumni, and graduate students apply.

RESEARCH AND STUDY GRANTS
Apply to fund independent research or study in a foreign country during 2023-24. Learn the details of the application process and how Fulbright can best meet your needs. Juniors, seniors, recent alumni and graduate students apply.

FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR AWARD
Professor Chris Lukasik describes the multiple possibilities of the Fulbright Scholar program. This category of grants is for faculty only.

FULBRIGHT RESEARCH GRANTS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
Current Ph.D. and Master’s students: Join us to discuss applying for grants to fund independent research or teaching English abroad during 2023-24. This grant can also fit into a secondary degree from an institution abroad. If you are unable to attend this session, please attend any Research and Study Grants and/or English Teaching Assistantship sessions.

FULBRIGHT FOR CLA GRADUATE STUDENTS
College of Liberal Arts Ph.D. and Master’s students: Join us to discuss applying for grants to fund independent research or teaching English abroad through Fulbright. CLA alumni who received Fulbright grants will share their experiences and be on hand (virtually) to answer questions following the NISO presentation.

FULBRIGHT FOR STEM MAJORS
STEM undergraduate and graduate students - wondering how a Fulbright can fit into your study and professional goals? Whether between graduation and your next step or looking into research abroad for a thesis/dissertation, STEM applicants for a 2023-24 grant begin positioning their qualifications, research, and “cultural exchange” aspirations now. If you are unable to attend this session, please attend any Research and Study Grants and/or English Teaching Assistantship sessions.

ALL SESSIONS HAVE A REMOTE OPTION - LINKS FOR VIRTUAL ATTENDANCE WILL BE SENT TO THOSE WHO RSVP
SESSIONS ARE 40 MINUTES AND IN - HCRS 1076 - UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

MON 2/14
3:30-4:30 p.m. Fulbright Scholar Grants (Faculty Only)
WALC 3138
**In-Person Only Event**
6:00-7:30 p.m. Fulbright U.S. Student Program Overview & Alumni Panel
**Virtual Only Event**

TUES 2/15
3:30 p.m. 2023-24 English TA Grants
4:15 p.m. 2023-24 Research & Study Grants
5:00 p.m. Fulbright for STEM majors

WED 2/16
1:00 p.m. 2023-24 Research & Study Grants
1:45 p.m. 2023-24 English TA Grants
3:00-4:00 p.m. Fulbright for Grad Students

THU 2/17
3:00-4:00 p.m. Fulbright for CLA Graduate Students
BRNG B254
4:15 p.m. 2023-24 Research & Study Grants
5:00 p.m. 2023-24 English TA Grants